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The Kainsaz chondrite belongs to the least altered carbo- 
naceous chondrites of the Ornans-type (C30). It exhibits a dis- 
tinct chondritic structure (Pig.1.) and highly heterogeneous 
compositions of the major minerals - olivine ( Pa = 11.8 rnol.%, 
PMD = 70) and low-Ca clinopyroxene ( Ps = 3.2 rnol.92, FXID = 64) 

(I), The meteorite contains numerous chondrules and inclusions 
set in fine-grained carbonaceous matrix. A petrographic, mor- 
phologic and granu.lometric investigation of 540 chondrules in 
thin sections has been carried out. The morphology of chondru- 

les from the ground sample of the meteorite was also determined. 
The examined chondrules are classified according to their 

mineralogy, structure and size. As with ordinary chondrites (2) 

the chondrules from Kainsaz fall into two major categories - 
lithic and flu-id drop, the former beii?~ by far more abundant. 

The volume ratios as determined in thin sections average 61:; 
lithic and 395; fluid drop chondrules, to agree with the lite - 
rature data (3). 

Although the fluid drop chondrules from ECainsaz show esse- 

ntially the same structural types as are found in ordinary cho- 
ndrites (2) ,  the majority of microporphyritic or holocrystalli- 
ne olivine-pyroxene chondmles have abundant amounts of tiLiy 
nickel-iron or troilite spherules. The lithic chondrules in Ha- 
insaz exhibit a greater variation in structure than chondrules 
of ordinary chondrites while granular olivine-pyroxene chondru- 

les contain in addition inclusions of opaque minerals (Fig.1.). 
The ~ranulometric analyses performed separately for the lithic 
and fluid drop chondrules in thin sections (Fig02.)yielded the 

- 7 following results: the graphic mean grain size, l,, is 0.372 mm z ' 
(fluid drop) and 0.275 rim (lithic) ; the graphic sJiandart devia- 
tion,cSi, is 0.733 mm(f1uid drop) and 0.699 (lithic). The grain 
size frequ-ence data for all chondrules of Kainsaz chondrite 
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show that: 1. on average, the chondrules from Kainsaz are smal- 

ler compared to ordinary chondrites (4); 2. the fluid drop cho- 
ndrules are on the average bigger than lithic; 3. the monodis- 
persion of lithic chondrules is more pronounsed than of the 
fluid drop ones. Both show a greater dispersion relative to 
the chondrules from ordinary chondrites (Fig.2.). 

The abundance of Fe-Ei inclusions makes one suggest that 

the substance of the Kainsaz chondrules must have formed under 

rnore reducin;; conditions than the chondrules from ordinary chon- 

drites. 
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i , - - fluid drop chondrule. ' -*- ohondrab. frm Bjurbal* (14) 
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Pig.1. The general view of Fig.2, Histograms to show 
the Kainsaz chondrite in thin the distribution of sizes of 
section. The structure is cle- chgndrules in Kainsaz and Bju- 
arly chondritic. Transmitted rbole (L4) chondrites. 
light, no analyser. Scale bar 
0.2 mm. 
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